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Due to revelations about recent kidnappings of children, 1996 was a year of 
consciousness raising and of moral and social crisis in Belgium. Criticisms 
against the institutions of social control such as the judicial system and the 
police no longer emanate only from intellectuals and trade unions. We have 
seen the unemployed, in protest, set siege to the Ministry of Justice and the 
elite of the working class spontaneously walk out on strike in response to a 
decision by the Cour de Cassation. (final appeals court). We have also wit-
nessed the largest protest march of any kind since the Second World War: a 
march which was both "white", apolitical and multicultural. Since then state 
structures have been preparing for a revolution in the police and judiciary 
systems. During the debates, the Minister of the Interiör has prompted a 
lively discussion with a curious idea. The minister, a socialist, has suggested 
testing a new method in the region of Louvain: to entrust postmen with the 
duty of detecting potential clues indicating the preparation of illegal acts. 
This proposal reflects the trauma and the depth of the crisis of state-organised 
social control which no longer inspires confidence in a majority of citizens. 

Confronted with this divorce between the State, individuals and society, 
the historian is led to reflect on the genesis and the development of social 

1A French version of this contribution had been published under the title 'Sozialdisziplinierung'. 
Civilisation des moeurs et monopolisation du pouvoir. Eléments pour histoire du controle so
cial dans les Pays-Bas méridionaux, 1500-1815 in H.SCHILLING, L.BEHRISH, (eds), 
Institutionen, Instrumente undAkteure sozialer Kontrolle undDisziplinierung im Friihneuzeitlichen 
Europa/Institutions, Instruments and Agents of Social Control and Discipline in Early Modern Eu
ropé, vittorio Klostermann, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 251-274. 
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links. How have social links been progressively constructed in this society 
composed of groups with different identities yet bonded by a common value 
system (happiness, economic growth, social progress, etc.)? Why do these 
links now seem to be in peril at the end of the 20th century? 

The series of colloquia on the history of social control has invited us to 
respond to these questions in a twofold manner: 
1. With a reflection on the genesis of social control in pre-industrial soci 
eties in the Southern Netherlands from 1500 to 1815. 
2. With a reflection on the construction (and dismantling) of a system of 
social control in a state, Belgium from 1815 to 2000, that has become industri-
alised and subsequently de-industrialised. 

The political space under observation here is a composite territory that 
was for a long time subjected to foreign domination.2 At first, in the late 
Middle Ages, a group of towns, rural seignoiries and principalities became a 
"unit of domination", enlarged in the yth century by the Dukes of Bur-
gundy and governed in the i6th and i7th centuries by the Habsbourgs of 
Spain and then, in the i8th century, by their cousins from Austria.3 

Conquered in 1795 simultaneously by the French revolutionary armies 
and by the principality of Liége, re-divided administratively and integrated 
in 1811 into the great Napoleonic empire, and then in 1815 into the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands, with the bourgeois revolution of 1830, this territory fi-
nally became what is today known as the Kingdom of Belgium. 

In the first instance, discussion will be limited to the conditions for a 
history of social control: how should we define this operating concept?4 What 

2 N.ELIAS, Uber den Prozess der Zivilisation:soziogenetische undpsychogenetische Untersuchungen, 
Bern, 2d ed., 2 vol., 1969, vol 1 (English version, The civilizing process: the history of mariners and 
Stateformation andcivilization, translated by Edmund Jephcott, Oxford, Blackwell, 1993).3 On 
recent history of the Low Countries, see J.C.H.BLOM, E.LAMBERTS (eds.), History of the 
Low Countries, Oxford, Berghahn, 1999; Algemene geschiedenis der Nederlanden, particularly, 
vol. 3 å 9, Haarlem, Fibula 1980. See also, W. BLOCKMANS, W. PREVENIER, Les Pays-Bas 
bourguignons, Anwerp, Fonds Mercator, 1985; Splendeurs d'Espagne et/es villes beiges, 1500-1700, 
Brussels, 1985 et H.HASQUIN (ed.), La Belgique autrichienne 1J13-1794. Les Pays-Bas 
méridionaux sous les Habsbourg d'Autriche, Brussels, Crédit communal de Belgique, 1987. 
4 S.COHEN, A.SCULL (eds), Social Control and the State. Historical and Comparative Essays 
Oxford, 2d ed., 1986 ; D.MELOSSI, The State of Social Control: a SociologicalStudy of Concepts of 
State and Social Control in the Making ofDemocracy, Cambridge, Polity Press, 1990. 
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are the forms and evolutions of control in society? Where is control located: 
in family or in religious structures? How is power exerted: through work 
organisation behaviour or mental representations? Which types of behav-
iour would have to be controlled and which would escape control? Who 
benefits from, submits to or resists controlling pressure? What models and 
ideologies would be used to justify control? 

A Definition of Social Control 

Philippe Robert's critical reading of the concept of control will serve as a 
guide to my approach.5 After reviewing the evolutions of the concept in 
North America and Europé, Robert finds two conceptions at work. The 
North American conception relies on a fiinctionalist definition: social con
trol is "a society s capacity to regulate itself according to agreed upon princi-
ples and values." Although once optimistic, this conception has since turned 
into a pessimistic one. At first it involved a pedagogical approach describing 
the conditions for harmonious socialisation. Sociologists then reached an 
ortho-pedagogical conception: social control is a reaction to the failures of 
socialisation. This then became a frankly criminological perspective as a 
way of explaining deviance. Alternatively, the European conception posits 
the idea of social control as a phenomenon emanating from the structures of 
state power. 

Following these reflections, I will speak in terms of regulation to suggest 
a society s capacity to elaborate and transmit the norms of socialisation, and 
social control to suggest the techniques power utilises to maintain regula
tion, even of a coercive nature. 

This contribution will focus on the most visible mode of regulation, the 
judicial system, which determines the resolution of conflicts and, particu-
larly, violent conflicts between people.There are three reasons for the choice 
of this focus: 

Firstly, the literature on judicial practices in the Southern Netherlands is 
among the most advanced available. Secondly, the Southern Netherlands is 
characterised by an absence of strong state structures, in favour of local and 

5 P.ROBERT, Réaction sociale, contröle social et construction d'objet de la recherche pénale in 

La questionpénale, Geneva-Paris, 1984, pp. 89-116. 
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regional power networks.6This makes the opposition between state and non-
state forms of control more relative. Finally, from a methodological point of 
view, informal social control has almost always been detected from the ar-
chives of formål social control. "In practice, it is often difficult to distinguish 
local forms of justice from traditional forms of violence and vengeance. The 
justice system gives informal practices a legitimate institutional form."7 

From a micro-historical reading of the socio-judicial rituals of conflict 
resolution, analysed over a long term, we will attempt to insert judicial prac
tices into the whole system of social regulation, involving family, church, the 
community, and the workplace. 

The small city of Nivelles (in the province of Brabant), located southwest 
of Brussels, had 4,000 inhabitants in the late Middle Ages. This medieval 
city is typical of numerous ancien régime communities. It was an ecclesiastic 
seignoirie in which the abbess of the Saint Gertrude chapter dispensed judicial 
power through a Maire (mayor) and his Echevinage (aldermen's court). 
Nivelles was an urban community which brought together both members of 
the bourgeois and trader classes on the town council. It consisted of a net-
work of parishes that divided the city into neighbourhoods, with a few sei-
gniorial enclaves.8 

In 1453 Jehan Germain committed homicide against a certain Antoine 
Jackelart. Accompanied by family and friends, the author of the crime and 
the father of the victim negotiated a peace treaty with local Apaiseurs -"peace-
makers"- acting as intermediaries. They then appeared before the town coun
cil to make their treaty official. The terms of the treaty stated that Jehan 

6 W.BLOCKMANS, Princes conquérants et bourgeois calculateurs. Le poids des réseaux urbains 
dans la formation des Etats in La ville, la bourgeoisie et la genese de l'Etat möderne (Xlle-XVIIIe 
s.).Actes du colloque deBielefeld, Paris, 1988, p. 167-181. IDEM, De Bourgondische Nederlanden 
: de weg naar een möderne staatsvorm, in Handelingen van de koninklijke kring voor oudheidkunde, 
letteren en kunstvan Mechelen, 77-2, (1973) pp. 7-26.7 J. REVEL, Les institutions et le social, in 
B.LEPETIT (ed.), Lesformes de Vexpérience. Une autre histoire sociale, Paris, 1995. 
8 X.ROUSSEAUX, Taxer ou chåtier ?L'émergence dupénal. Enquéte sur la justice nivelloise (1400— 
1650), Louvain-la-Neuve, 2 vols., 1990. (Université catholique de Louvain, unpublished Ph.D) 
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Germain, as "fine and reparation", had to make the four pilgrimages required 
in the case of homicide: i) overseas (to the holy land), 2) to Saint Jacques de 
Compostelle, 3) to Notre Dame de Rocamadour, and 4) to Sainte Larme en 
Vendöme. The first pilgrimage could be redeemed from the father of the 
victim for twenty gold pieces. The other three had to be carried out within 
four months.The intermediari.es made sure that the conditions were respected 
and guaranteed peace between the two families.9 

In 1559 rumours circulated, and Etienne Gilles complained to his priest 
about the inaction of the justice system in pursuing heretics that he had 
denounced to the Inquisitor. The Maire of Nivelles began his investigation. 
Very soon thereafter Franchoys Delhaye was arrested for having pronounced 
disrespectful words against the church and for possessing a printed copy of 
Psalms and Epistles that had been banned by order of Emperor Charles the 
Fifth. After being tortured, he was condemned to an exemplary punishment: 
genuflecting, he had to carry around a two pound candle with his head 
uncovered and "pray mercy to God, the glorious Virgin Mary, the Courts, 
the abbess, and the people." Finally, at the hour of mass on Christmas Day he 
was to appear barefoot at the foot of the town hall and carry out a ritual that 
would take him through the marketplace to the main church, where he would 
attend the divine Sacrifice on his knees. In the event that he repeated his 
crimes he was threatened with having to make the trip all the way to Rome 
at the request of the abbess or judge.10 

In 1609 a young boy named Marcel Protteau killed a playmate by throwing 
stones at him. The mayor condemned him to capital punishment. The 
Echevinage, considering the youth of the prisoner, condemned him to prison 
on a diet of dry bread and water until the next General Procession. After 
having attended the mass barefoot wearing white vestments and bearing a 
candle throughout, he then had to follow the procession to the church 
accompanied by two sergeants. In addition, he had to pay twelve florins for 
the creation of a stained glass window in the church.11 

In 1653 Héléne Servais was accused of breaking a silver statue in a church. 
Her lawyer pleaded that she was not of sound mind: the parish priest of 
Marcinelle disturbed her by not allowing her to carry the statue during the 

9 Brussels, State Archives (AGR), City of Nivelles (AVN), 4439,16 May 1453, chirograph for 
Nicaise Jacquelart 
10 AGR, AVN 2887, Court Register, 23 December 1559, trial against Franchoys Delhaye 
11 AGR, AVN 3078, Court Register, 11 May 1608. 
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procession. She then went to a neighbouring village to watch the dances at 
the festival. The lawyer presented her as someone who was "forbidding her-
self pleasures" because she "held herself back whenever it came to earthly 
recreations, and only partook of spiritual exercises." During the festivities, 
the priest asked her to dance with him. She was condemned to be whipped 
and banished from Nivelles forever.12 

These four cases show us that during four centuries of social life in this 
community, the actors, the forms, and the subjects of social control, along 
with social structures, had changed entirely.13 Other longitudinal studies stress 
the same change.14 A history of social control in the Southern Netherlands 
can be outlined in five phases: 

1. Negotiation and Consensus: Social 
Control and Urbanization 

In the i5th century, the Low Countries were characterised by a tri-polar 
power structure consisting of powerfiil cities, lords reigning over local com-
munities, and territorial sovereigns ruling over a few autonomous territo-
ries.lsThis triangular relationship determined the different structures of so
cial control in urban areas and rural regions. 

12 AGR, AVN 3082,3395, the mayor against Héléne Servais. 
13 X.ROUSSEAUX, Taxer ou chåtier ? (note 7); D.DE LA CROIX, X.ROUSSEAUX, J.P 
URBAIN, To fine or to punish in the late Middle Ages. A time-series analysis of justice ad
ministration in Nivelles, 1424-1536, in Applied Economics, 1996, 28,1213-1224; X. ROUSSEAUX, 
Ordre et violence. Criminalité et repression dans une ville brabanfonne ; Nivelles (1646-1695), 
in Revue de droitpénal et de criminologie, 66-7 (1986) pp., 649-692; M.S DUPONT-BOUCHAT, 
Criminalité et mentalités å Nivelles au XVIIIe siécle, in L.D'ARRAS D'HAUDRECY et al., 
La criminalité en Wallonie sous l'Ancien Régime. Trois essais, Louvain, 1976, pp. 49-173. 
14 For the cities : Mechelen, L.T MAES, Vijfeeuwen stedelijk strafrecht. Bijdrage tot de rechts- en 
cultuurgeschiedenis der Nederlanden, Anvers, 1947; Brussels, F.VANHEMELRYCK, De 
criminaliteit in de ammanie van Brussel van de late middeleeuiven tot het einde van het Anden 
Régime (1404—1789), Bruxelles, 1981. For a regional study, see R. MUCHEMBLED, Violence et 
société. Comportements et mentalitéspopulaires en Artois (1400—1660), 3 vols. 1985 (Université de 
Paris I, Unpublished Thése d'Etat) and the following books : IDEM, La violence au village. 
Sociabilité et comportements populaires en Artois du XVe au XVIIe siécle, Turnhout, 1989; IDEM, 
L'invention de Vhomme möderne. Sensibilités, mceurs et comportements collectifs sous lAncien Régime, 
Paris, Fayard, 1988; IDEM, Le temps des supplices. De 1'obéissance sous les Rois absolus. XVe-XVIIIe 
siécle, Paris, 1992. 
15 R.VAN UYTVEN, Vorst, adel en steden: een driehoeksverhouding in Brabant van de twaalfde 
tot de zestiende eeuw, in Bijdragen tot de Geschiedenis, 59 (1976), pp. 93-122. 
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In cities the medieval model of social control, developed during the i2th 
century, was still in practice until the i5th century. This system closely 
resembled that of Italian cities16 or Germanic city states17 and can be de-
scribed as an "ideal type."18 

16 For the Italian towns, see M.B.BECKER, Changing Patterns of Violence and Justice in 
fourteenth and fifteenth century Florence, in Comparative Studies for Society and History, 18 
(1976), pp. 281-296; S.R.BLANSHEI, Perugia, 1260-1340: conflict and change in a medieval 
Italian urban society, Philadelphia, 1976 ; EADEM, Criminal Law and Politics in Medieval 
Bologna,in CriminalJustice History, 2 (1981), pp. 1-30; EADEM, Crime and Law Enforcement 
in Medieval Bologna, in Journal of Social History, 16 (1982), pp. 121-138; EADEM, Criminal 
Justice in Medieval Perugia and Bologna, in Law and History Review, 1 (1983), pp. 251-275; G. 
BONFIGLIO DOSIO, Criminalitå ed emarginazione a Brescia nel primo Quattrocento, in 
Archivio storico italiano, 495-6 (1978) pp. 113-164; W.M.BOWSKY, The Medieval Commune 
and Interna! Violence Police Power and Public Safety in Siena, 1287-1355, in American Histori-
cal Review, 73 (1967) pp. 1-17. S. K. COHN jr, Criminality and the State in Renaissance Flor
ence, 1344-1466, in Journal of Social history, 14 (1981), pp. 211-233; T.DEAN, K.LOWE (eds), 
Crime, society and the Law in Renaissance Italy, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1994; 
L.MARTINES (ed.),Violence and Civil Disorder in Italian Cities, 1200—1500, Los Angeles, 1972; 
G.RUGGIERO, Law and Punishment in Early Renaissance Venice, in Journal of Criminal 
Law and Criminology, 64 (1978), pp. 243-256; IDEM, Violence in Early Renaissance Venice (New 
Brunswick, 1980). (Italian version, Patrizi e malfattori. la violenza a Venezia nel primo 
Rinascimento, Bologne, 1982); A.ZORZI, Aspetti e problemi delTamministrazione della giustizia 
penale nelle Repubblica fiorentina, in Archivio storico italiano, 533,145 (1987) pp. 391-453; 534 
(1987), pp. 527-578. IDEM, Giustizia criminale e criminalita nelTItalia del tardo medioevo: 
Studi e prospettive di ricerca, in Societä e Storia, 46 (1989), pp. 923-965; IDEM, Contröle social, 
ordre public et répressionjudiciaire åFlorence ålepoque communale : éléments et problémes, 
in Annales E. S. C., 45-5 (1990), pp. 1169-1188 ; IDEM, Aspects de la justice criminelle dans les villes 
italiennes du bas moyen åge, in Déviance et Société, 15-4 (1991), pp. 439-454; IDEM, La giustizia 
a Firenze in etä comunale (1250—1343). Pratiche sociali, sistemigiudiziari, configurazioni istitutionali... 
17 For the German cities, see W.BUCHHOLZ, Anfänge der Sozialdisziplinierung im 
Mittelalter. Die Reichsstadt Nurnberg als Beispiel, in Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fur 
Rechtsgeschichte, G..Abt, 108 (1991), pp. 1x7-193. K.E.DEMANDT, Recht und Gesellschaft. 
Rechts-, sozial- und sittengeschichtliche Studien zur strafrechtlichen Praxis in einer hessischen 
Stadtdes 15 Jh.,in Zeitschriftdes Vereinsfurhessische Geschichte undLandeskunde, 83 (1972), pp. 9-56; 
J. MARBACH, Strafrechtspflege in den hessischen Städten an der Werra amAusgangdesMittelalters, 
Munich, Minerva, 1980; M.SCHUSSLER, Statistische Untersuchung des Verbrechen in 
Nurnberg im Zeitraum von 1285 bis 1400, in Zeitschrift fur Historische Forschung, 18-2 (1991), pp. 
129-147; S.BURGHARTZ, Disziplinierung oder Konfliktregelung ? Zur Funktion städtischer 
Gerichte im Spätmittelalter : Das Ziircher Ratsgericht, in Zeitchriftfur Historische Forschung, 
16 (1989), pp. 385-407; EADEM, Ehre und Gut. Delinquenz in Ziirich Ende des 14.Jahrhundert, 
Ziirich, 1990; K.SIMON-MUSCHEID, Gewalt und Ehre im spätmittelalterlichen Handwerk 
am beispiel Basels, in Zeitschriftfur Historische Forschung, 18-4 (1991), pp. 1-31. 
18 M. WEB ER, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft: Grundriss der verstehenden Soziologie, Tubingen, 
Mohr, 1980. 
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For rural regions, there are many more gaps in the sources, especially for 
the judicial practices in seignoiries and local communities. Nevertheless, re
ports of royal officers of justice, even though rare, do help us correct a view 
of the times that has all too often been based on texts on customs and liter-
ary notations, both of which are very difficult to evaluate.19 

19 Literature devoted to social control in the Low Countries is generally focused on urban 
situations, D.AREND BERENTS, Het werk van de vos. Samenleving en criminaliteit in de late 
middeleeuwen, Zutphen, 1988 ; IDEM, Misdaad in de middeleeuwen. Een onderzoek naar de 
criminaliteit in het laat-middeleewwse Utrecht, Utrecht, 1976; P.CULLUS, La délinquance dans 
les villes du comté de Hainaut å la fin du moyen åge, in Autour de la ville en Hainaut. Mélanges 
d'archéologie et d'histoire urbaines offerts ä Jean Dugnoille et ä René Sansen, Ath (1986), pp. 255-
275; L.DE MECHELEER, De criminaliteit te Aalst in de late middeleeuwen (I), in Het Land 
van Aalst, XLV, 2 (1993) pp. 77-130; XLVI, 4 (1994) pp. 221-269; XLVII 1 (1995) pp. 3-63; H. 
A.DIEDERIKS, H.W.ROODENBURG, (eds.) Misdaad, zoen en straf. Aspekten van de 
middeleeuiuse strafrechtsgeschiedenis in de Nederlanden, Hilversum, 1991; J.A.GORIS, Zeden en 
criminaliteit te Antwerpen in de tweede helft der XI Ve eeuw, naar de rekeningen der schouten 
van 1358 tot 1387, in Revue beige de Philologie et d'Histoire, 5 (1926), pp. 871-886. C. 
KALLENDORF, Crime and Society in medieval Flanders. The Oudburg of Ghent 1J02—1401, 

i98i(Ph.D., Duke University); X.ROUSSEAUX, Het ontstaan van het strafrecht in Brabant 
(1400-1650), in F. STEVENS, D.VAN DEN AUWEELE (eds.), Uuytwysens d'archiven. 
Handelingen van de XIe Belgisch-Nederlandse Rechtshistorische Dagen, Leuven, 1992, pp. 185— 
217; R STAB EL, Midaad en misdadiger in een kleine vlaamse stad gedurende de late 
middeleeuwen, (Eeeklo I4de-i5de eeuw), in Appeltjes van het Meetjesland, 40, (1989), pp. 155— 
166; J.VAN DER HEYDEN, Misdrijf in Antwerpen. Een onderzoek naar de criminaliteit in 
de periode 1404-1429, in Acta Falconis, 83/3, (1983), pp. 223-240; IDEM, Het Brabantse strafrecht 
en zijn toepassing in de praktijk vnl. te Brussel in de XVe eeuw, in Revue d'Histoire du Droit 34, 
(1966), pp. 375-401. For the rural areas, see F.VANHEMELRYCK Misdaad en straf in de 
meierij van Rode in de XVe en XVIe eeuw, in Eigen Schoon en de Brabander, 57 (1975), pp. 233-
254 6c pp. 399-422; R C.M. HOPPENBROUWERS, Een middeleeuiuse samenleving: het Land 
van Heusden (ca. 1360-ca. 75/5), 2 vol. Groningen, Nederlands Agronomisch-Historisch 
Instituut, 1992. 
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In cities, verbal and physical violence accounts for the most frequent types 
of deviant behaviour recorded in these sources.20In the rural world, it was 
the community's responsibility to assess crimes against property, and in par-
ticular those against the means of production (fields and forests). 

The people involved were first of all the town dwellers and farmers them-
selves. Peacemakers'jurisdictions of Flemish and Brabant cities are typical 
of this model,21 as well as annual pleas, such as the franches vérités in the 
Hainaut province.22 In the first case, citizens, chosen among craftsmen, mer-
chants, and representatives of the bourgeois class, were charged with the 
task of judging conflicts among their peers. In villages, during the annual 
pleas convened by the lord, male heads of family sat on a collective tribunal, 
and had the responsibility of settling minor local quarrels (insults, theft, as 
well as illicit sexual relations). 

The favoured means of regulation involved forms of arbitration by groups 
of citizens or by the entire community. As for punishment, it generally con-

20 On medieval violence, see L.MARTINES, Violence... B.A.HANAWALT, Violent Death 
in Fourteenth and Early Fifteenth Century England, in Comparative Studies in Society and 
History, 18 (1976), pp. 297-320 ; J. B. GIVEN, Society andHomicide in Thirteenth Century Eng
land, Stanford, 19 77; C. I.HAMMER jr., Patterns of Homicide in A Medieval University Town: 
Fourteenth century Oxford, in PastandPresent, 78 (1978), pp. 3-23. C.GAUVARD, "De Grace 
especial." Crime, Etat et Société en France ä la fm du Moyen Age, Paris, 1991, 2 vol. ; E.COHEN, 
Peaceable domain, certain justice, Hilversum, Verloren 1996 ; N.GONTHIER, Cris de haine et 
rites d'unité. La violence dans les villes Xllle-XVIe siécle, Turnhout, Brepols, 1992; EADEM, Le 
chåtiment du crime au Moyen-Age (Xlle-XVIe siécles), Rennes, Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 
1998. 

For the Low Countries, R.MUCHEMBLED, Anthropologie de la violence dans la France 
möderne (XVe-XVIIIe siécle), in Revue de Synthése, 108, (1987), pp. 31-55; M. S. DUPONT-
BOUCHAT, X. ROUSSEAUX, Le prix du sang. Sang et justice å lepoque möderne (1400-

1800) in Mentalitet, 1 (1988), pp. 43-72; R.MUCHEMBLED,, La violence au village (note 14). 

21 R.VAN CAENEGEM, Geschiedenis van het strafprocesrecht in Vlaanderen van de Xle tot de 
XlVe eeuw, Bruxelles, 1954 ; D.M.NICHOLAS, Crime and punishment in fourteenth century 
Ghent in Revue beige dephilologie et d'histoire, 48, (1970), pp 289-334 et 1141-1176; A.SMOLAR-
MEYNART, Les guerres privées et la cour des apaiseurs å Bruxelles au Moyen Age, in Annales 
de la SociétéRoyale dArchéologie de Bruxelles, 58 (1981), pp. 237-254; X.ROUSSEAUX, Le prix 
du sang versé. La cour des "Appaisiteurs" å Nivelles (1430-1655) in Bulletin Trimestriel du Crédit 
Communal, nr 175 (1991) pp.45-56. 
22 E.DE BETHUNE HESDIGNEUL, "La justice en pays de connaissance". Les comptes des 
baillis de Flobecq-Lessines de 1456 ä 1493, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1993 (Université catholique de 
Louvain, unpublished M.A. in History). 
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sisted of financial sanctions or sometimes took on more sophisticated forms 
in urban areas, where judicial pilgrimages were more common.23 

This type of judicial system, where accuser and accused confronted each 
other directly, was in operation at all levels of social life. In the working 
world, corporations settled not only grievances linked to the workplace, but 
also personal conflicts among their own members. The church was respon-
sible for controlling the behaviour of Christians, and especially the different 
members of the clergy. Official records from before the Reformation show 
that fines showered down upon laymen who committed adultery, but also 
on members of the clergy who lived with or visited prostitutes.24 Finally, we 
know very little about the role of the extended family, which had the re-
sponsibility of controlling relations between husbands and wives and par-
ents and children. Nevertheless, disputes involving rape or kidnapping re-
veal tensions between the interests of individuals (i.e. households) and the 
extended family group (lineage). Nobles had the advantage of a particular 
network of solidarity and privileges. 

Globally, individuals in this system were secondary to the collective man
agement of conflicts. On the other hand, town and village dwellers, as well 
as members of the clergy and craftsmen alike were all protected both legally 
and socially from the whims of those in power. However, strangers to the 
urban community or village were excluded from the system.25 

One can thus speak of a model of control that essentially developed within 
expanding urban centres until the i5th century. This model co-existed with 

23 J. VAN HERWAARDEN, Opgelegde bedevaarten. Een studie over depraktijk van opleggen van 
bedevaarten (met name in de stedelijke rechtspraak) in deNederlanden gedurende de late middeleewwen 

(ca 1300-1550), Assen/Amsterdam, 1978. (Van Gorkums historische Bibliotheek; IDEM,7X<? 
ejfects of social circumstances of the administration ofjustice; the example of enforced pilgrimages in 
certain towns of the Nederlands (XlVth-XVth centuries), Rotterdam, 1978. (Erasmus Universiteit 
Rotterdam. Centrum voor Maatschappij geschiedenis, Communication nr 5), p. 4-7; E. VAN 
CAUWENBERGH, Lespélerinages expiatoires et judiciaires dans le droit communal de la Belgique 
au Moyen Age, Louvain, 1922; X.ROUSSEAUX, Partir ou payer? Le pélerinage judiciaire å 
Nivelles (15c—17c siécle) ? in S.DAUCHY, R SUEUR (eds), La Route. Actes des Journées 
internationales tenues ä Enghien-les-Bains du ij au 15 mai 1994, Lille, 1995, pp.105-140. 
24 Compotus sigilliferi curie Tornacensis. Rekeningen van de ojficialiteit van Doornik, 1429—1481, 
M.VLEESCHOUWERS-VAN MELKEBEEK (ed.), Brussels, Commission royale d'histoire, 

3 vol., 1995. 
25 B.GEREMEK, Les marginauxparisiens aux XlVe-XVe siécles, Paris, 1976. H.ZARENSKA, 
Les bannis au Moyen Age, Paris, Aubier, 1996. 
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older traditions and, around 1500, became a sort of system that was at the 
same time polycentric and uniform. It was polycentric due to the networks, 
places and agents of control: royal justice, urban peacemakers, corporations, 
ecclesiastical jurisdictions, general pleas. However, it remained unifled by a 
common ideology that was in symbiosis with Christianity. It focussed on 
re-establishing peace threatened by turmoil and thus justified the economy 
of sanctions (in the form of fines) and practices (such as pilgrimages and 
honourable fines) that allowed both reparation and re-integration in the 
local society. The severest repression was reserved for those who were per-
ceived by the oligarchs in power as a threat to community order and stabil-
ity.26 

What empirical studies of the sources of judicial practice demonstrate is 
the pertinence of the thesis developed by Norbert Elias in his Prozess der 
Zivilisation.21 According to Elias, there is a "strict interdependence between 
social and emotional structures." Relying on texts emanating from the up-
per levels of society, Elias shows the slow evolution, from the late Middle 
Ages to the modern period, towards a "civilisation of manners." In the do-
main of violence, warriors can be seen as part of the progressive internalisa-
tion of aggression through individuals, starting with the ruling classes. This 
would explain "emotional mutations." As for social structures, evolution 
{Prozess) is characterised in the West by a mechanism that forms monopo-
lies of regulation through increasingly powerful units of domination (cities, 
principalities, monarchies, states).28 This monopoly formation, which Elias 
sees mainly in the form of military and fiscal, but also to a lesser extent 
police, monopolies, essentially characterises the modern period. The increase 
in regulatory power over individuals is, for Elias, the principal factor ex-
plaining behavioural mutations (the civilisation of manners and the 
curialisation of society). 

26 R.MUCHEMBLED, Le temps des supplices; X.ROUSSEAUX, Taxer ou chåtier? 
27 N.ELIAS, Uberden Prozess der Civilisation:soziogenetische undpsychogenetische Untersuchungen, 
Bern, éd., 2 vol., 1969 (English version, p. 337.) 
28 For a deeper discussion about the forms of power, see R.LEVY, X. ROUSSEAUX, Etats, 
justice pénale et histoire: bilans et perspectives, in Droit et Socie'té, 20-21, (1992), pp. 249-279 ; 
IDEM, Le pénal dans tous ses Etats, in X.ROUSSEAUX, R. LE VY, Justice, Etats et sociétés en 
Europé, (Xlle-XXe siécle), Brussels, Facultés Universitaires Saint-Louis, 1997, pp.13-21. 
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The progressive build-up of a collection of territories by the Dukes of 
Burgundy at the end of the i4th and beginning of the i5th centuries,29 rep-
resents the peak of this line of development in the Occident, seen from 
above, as Elias demonstrates.30 But the same could be said if we see it from 
below, as the regulatory practices in the cities and villages of these regions 
testify. On the other hand, archives have brought to light other aspects which 
Elias did not seem to find so important. The originality of the Netherlands, 
as well as other regions, lies in the dominant role of towns and the church 
(esp. in the Netherlands) in the formation of an ideology of social control: 
the ideal of peace between citizens through permanent negotiation among 
peers. 

2. Social Crisis and the Rupture of Control (1520-1580) 

The medieval model of urban pacification faces challenge particularly by 
the hegemonic rise of units of domination that cover increasingly larger 
geographic areas, while becoming more concentrated politically, i.e. monar-
chies. In the Netherlands, where urban areas resisted the penetration of 
monarchical power, the urban system collapsed under the successive on-
slaught of two crises, an economic one (end of the i5th century) and a reli-

29 W. BLOCKMANS, W. PREVENIER, De Bourgondiérs; de Nederlanden op weg naar eenheid 
1384-1530, Amsterdam, 1997. 
30 See the recent works on urban societies and principalities; W. BLOCKMANS, W. 
PREVENIER, Prinsen en poorters: beelden van de laat-middeleeuwse samenleving in de 
Bourgondische Nederlanden, 1384—1530, Antwerp, Mercator Fundation, 1998; G. NIJSTEN, Het 
Hofvan Gelre. Cultuur ten tijde van de hertogen uit het Gulikse en Egmondhuts (13J1-14J3), Kampen, 
Kok Agora, 1992. 
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gious one (as of 1520).31 

From then on, through legislative acts, it was the monarch who deter-
mined the framework of social control. The first general decrees for the 
Netherlands came from Charles the Fifth in his struggle against the 
Lutherans (1520). However, both the religious crisis and the revolt of the 
Dutch against their sovereign served to accelerate the disintegration of tra-
ditional institutions of social control. 

The pillars of traditional social control - the family, the community, the 
parish, corporations - bonded as they were by a common ideology of peace, 
were undergoing a profound crisis. Corporations and parishes alike fell vic-
tim to the social and religious crises which essentially afflicted the bourgeois 
and craftsman classes of urban areas. Religious unanimity was shattered by 
the choice between "old" and "new" religion. The working world was shaken 
by the social and economic crises that struck Holland at the beginning of 
the i6th century.32 Urban oligarchies, which were dominant in cities such 
as Antwerp, Bruges and Ghent, were torn apart by the supporters and 
adversaries of the Reformation.33 As for nobles, they were torn between their 
integration with the rising bourgeois classes and their fidelity to the monarch. 
They became divided in the increasingly pervasive revolt against monarchical 
power.34 Between 1520 and 1630, monarchical power prevailed throughout 

31 J.BOOMGAARD, Misdaad en straf in Amsterdam, Een onderzoek naar de strafrechtspleging 
van deAmsterdamse schepenbank 1490-1552, Zwolle, 1992; M. DORBAN, La criminalité en Gaume 
d'aprés les comptes des officiers de justice (1500-1650), in L.D'ARRAS D'HAUDRECY et 
al.(eds.), La criminalité en Wallonie sous VAncien Régime. Trois essais, Louvain, 1976, pp. 32-47; C. 
FOURET, L'amour, la violence et le pouvoir: la criminalité å Douai de 1496 ä 1520, Lille, 1984 
(Université de Lille III, Unpublishe Ph.D.); EADEM, Douai au XVIe siécle: une sociabilité 
de lagression, in Revue d'histoire möderne et contemporaine, 34 (1987), pp. 3-30; J. MONBALLYU, 
Het gerecht in de kasselrij Kortrijk (1515-1621), Louvain, 1976 (Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven,Unpublished Ph.D.); R.MUCHEMBLED, Crime et société urbaine. Ärras au temps 
de Charles-Quint (1528-1549), in La France dAncien Régime. Etudes réunies en 1'honneu.r de Pierre 
Goubert, 2 vols., Toulouse, 1984, vol. 2, pp. 481-490; I.QIJENEE, C.MORELL-SAMPOL, 
Crime et société dans la ville et le bailliage de Saint-Omer (1493-1598),in Bulletin de la Société 
des Antiquaires de Morinie, 23 (1987), pp. 265-307. 
32 H.SOLY, H. VAN DER WEE,Typologie des crises et changements de structures aux Pays-
Bas (XVe-XVIe siécles) in Annales. Economies. Sociétés. Civilisation, 18 (1963), pp. 205-225 
33 G.MARNEF, Antwerp in the age of Reformation ; underground Protestantism in a commercial 
metropolis, 1550-15JJ, Baltimore, John Hopkins U.P., 1996. 
34 G.PARKER, The Dutch Revolt, Harmondsworth, 1977 
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this crisis, but paid for it with the separation of Holland in 1585,35 and the 
decline of the last city capable of rivalling the state, Antwerp. 

From then on, the power of the monarch became the dominant vector of 
social control, whether it be the rigorous and distant Philipp II of Spain or 
the Archdukes Albert and Isabelle, who were more flexible and closer to 
local officials. 

3.Discipline and Confession: the Return of 

Social Control (1580-1630) 

Philipp II undertook both the religious and political conquest of the Neth-
erlands. He ordained the reorganisation of the criminal justice system (5 & 
9 July 1570).36 After the separation of the South and the North (1585) he 
brought peace to the provinces that remained faithful to him. In 1592, he 
proclaimed the famous decree on the repression of witchcraft.37His succes-
sors, the Archdukes Albert and Isabelle, were the main actors in the 
catholisation of the Southern Netherlands, completing the judidal and po
litical reconstruction and forbidding the sentencing of pilgrimages in penal 
practice. Through the development of provincial judicial spaces in such a 
heterogeneous country as the Netherlands, the "Spanish" monarchs were 
able to impose their own judicial monopoly without encroaching on local 
forms of power. 

Nobles who had rallied behind the monarchy were now state agents. The 
church lost all pretensions of moral control over the population. There was 
no autonomous Inquisition in the Netherlands: inquisitors were subject to 
"lay" power.38 When order had been restored by the Council of Trente and 

35 J.DECAVELE, Eenheiden Scheiding van deNederlanden 1555-1585, Ghent, Vanmelle, 1976. 
36 M. VAN DE VRUGT, De criminele ordonnantién van 1570. Enkele beschouwingen over de eerste 

strafrechtscodificatie in de Nederlanden, Zutphen, 1978. 
37 M.S.DUPONT-BOUCHAT, La répression de la sorcellerie dans le duché de Luxembourg au 
XVle etXVIIe siécles. Une analyse des structures depouvoir et de leur fonctionnement dans le cadre de 
la chasse aux sorciéres, Louvain, 1977 (Université catholique de Louvain, unpublished Ph.D.in 
History). 
38 M.S.DUPONT-BOUCHAT, Discours de 1'Eglise et discours du droit: les prescriptions des 

Conciles et Synodes diocésains reprises dans les ordonnances royales (Pays-Bas, XVIe-XVIIIe 
siécles), in Eglises etpouvoirpolitique.Actes des journées internationales d'histoire du droit d'Ångers, 

Ångers, 1987; A. GOOSENS, Les Inquisitions mödernes dans les Pays-Bas méridionaux, 1520— 
I6JJ, t.r: La législation, Brussels, Editions de 1'ULB, 1997,. t 2.: Les victimes, 1998. 
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the ecclesiastical reorganisation of 1559, church courts only enjoyed jurisdic-
tion over lay people in matters of matrimony. As for the cities, they held on 
to their judicial autonomy, even though it was eaten away from both above 
and below. From above, royal decrees were absolute law. Criminals - her-
etics, witches, gypsies, vagabonds and the homeless - were defined and pur-
sued on the basis of such decrees. The efforts of the Spanish sovereigns to 
pacify rural areas that were unsettled by a series of involuntary homicides 
show the extent of the royal courts direct control over the centres of social 
life.39 Urban police edicts, even when they came from city authorities, took 
their inspiration from the monarchs considerations. New types of behav-
iour were severely repressed. This was the case at the beginning of the i6th 
century for acts of heresy (possession of forbidden books, attendance at 
Calvinist sermons, criticism of Catholic dogma or the organisation of the 
church). Suspicion was extended at first to any act judged as non-Christian 
(oaths and insults, obscenity, healing practices, witchcraft), and then to other 
moral acts that until then were tolerated or not well known (sodomy, living 
out ofwedlock).40 An array of penalties with religious overtones, which were 
both degrading and painful, now struck citizens themselves and no longer 
just strangers to the community.41 The theatre of horrors gained a place in 
urban areas.42 The transcription of traditional rural laws and the construc-
tion of stockades and other symbols of repressive and terrifying justice show 
that the countryside was not spared in the process either. 

39 J.LE MOAL, Recherches sur la criminalitéd'apres les lettres de rémission de i$(jo ä 1597, Lille, 1972; 
X.ROUSSEAUX, From Case to Crime. Homicide regulation in medieval and early modern Eu
ropé, in D. WILLOWEIT (ed.)-, Die Entstehung des öffentlichen Strafrechts. Bestandsaufnahme 
eines europäischen Forschungsproblems, Cologne-Vienne, Bohlau, 1999, pp. 143-175. 
40 M.S.DUPONT-BOUCHAT, Les nouvelles conduites sexuelles aux XVIe et XVIIe siécles. 
Discours de 1'Eglise et Discours du droit laique, in J.POUMAREDE, J.P.ROYER (eds), Droit, 
histoire et sexualité, Lille, l'Espace juridique, 1987, pp. 105-120. 
41 G.SCHWERHOFF,Verordnete Schande? Spätmittelalterliche und friihneuzeitliche 
Ehrenstrafen zwischen Rechtakt und sozialer Sanktion, in A.BLAUERT, G. SCHWERHOFF 
(eds.), Mit den Wajfen der Justiz. Zur Kriminalitätsgeschichte des späten Mittelalters undderFriihen 
Neuzeit, Frankfurt/Main, 1993, pp. 158-188 
42 R.MUCHEMBLED, Le temps des supplices. De Vobéissance sous les rois absolus. XVe-XVlIIe 
siécle, Paris, 1992; R. VAN DULMEN, Theater des Schreckens. Gerichtspraxis und Strafrituale der 
fruhen Neuzeit, Munich, 1985; P. SPIERENBURG, The SpectacleofSujfering. Executions and the 
Evolution of Repression: from a PreindustrialMetropolis to the European Experience, Cambridge, 
1984. 
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In the long term, the crisis of the i6th century contributed to the 
radicalisation of the process of monopoly formation by transferring the modes 
of social control that were until then in the hands of community and reli-
gious structures to political institutions, thus confirming Elias' theory. 

Nevertheless, the concept of social disciplining (Sozialdisziplinierung)43 

is useful in explaining both the moments of crisis and abrupt social and 
mental mutations, especially when combined with the notion of 
confessionalisation, particularly during the Catholic Restoration of the be-
ginning of the I7th century.44 

The transformation of judicial sentencing is most revealing of this proc
ess. If one takes the example of Nivelles, a city that was far from monarchi-
cal power, changes occurred precisely between 1520 and 1530. From this time 
on, misdemeanours were punishable by fines that would contribute to the 
restoration of convents or the maintenance of symbols of justice. More seri-
ous offences were punished by more public or penitential sentences: man-
datory attendance at mass, bearing candles, honourable fines, mandatory 
pilgrimages. In addition, punishment of the kind traditionally reserved for 
strangers was now inflicted on townspeople as well. A process of "social 
disciplining" can clearly be seen in these changes, which in turn had the 
effect of auto-discipline among subjects. 

The phenomenon of confessionalisation corresponds to the period of Res
toration at the end of the politico-religious crisis (1590-1630).45Among the 
arsenal of possible penalties, judicial pilgrimages became instruments of 
confessionalisation. In the Middle Ages, the destinations of pilgrimages were 
the symbols of Christianity (Rome, Cyprus, Saint Jacques of Compostella, 
Rocamadour), but in three quarters of cases sentences were redeemed by the 
payment of a fine.46 As of 1570, pilgrimages were no longer official, but were 
still part of judicial practice with the objective of religious restoration. Those 

43 H. SCHILLING (ed), Kirchenzucht und Sozialdisziplinierung im friihneuzeitlichen Europa, 
Berlin, Duncker und Humblot, 1994 W. SCHULZE, Gerard Oestreichs begriff; 
'Sozialdisziplinierung in der Friihen Neuzeit"in ZeitschriftfurHistorischeForschung, 14, (1987), 

PP- 265-302. 
44 A. PASTURE, La restauration religieuse aux Pays-Bas catholiques sous les Archiducs Albert et 
Isabelle (ijp6-i6jj), Louvain, 1925; A. LOTTIN, Lille, citadelle de la Contre-Réforme (1598-1668), 

Lille, 1984. 
45 H. R. SCHMIDT, Konfessionalisierung im 16 Jahrhundert, Munich, Oldenbourg, 1992. 
46 X. ROUSSEAUX, Partir oupayer ? 
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condemned were now obliged to carry out the sentence. Even though the 
destinations were closer (30-50 km), the nature of the places chosen (pil
grimages for the Virgin Mary or Saint Joseph) nonetheless had the savour 
of counter-reformation. The same held true for public execution ceremo-
nies, which always included religious rituals within them. In Nivelles, the 
local ruler, the abbess, never attended public executions of vagabonds in the 
i5th century. However, in the iyth century, she became a participant in this 
repressive ritual, and would even use her (royal) privilege to pardon the con
demned on the scaffold. 

Based on the few existing studies to date, the process of social disciplin-
ing seems to have started before or just at the moment of the emergence of 
the Reformation. As for the process of confessionalisation, it left its mark 
on one of the strictest forms of social control: judicial punishment. Social 
disciplining and confessionalisation brought on a model of regulation that 
was more repressive than re-integrative: it was no longer a question of re-
storing peace among citizens, but rather of submitting subjects to a social 
order determined by the prince.47 

4. Compromise and Indulgence: Social Control 
and Local Elites (1630-1750) 

The extension of the monarchys monopoly over social control in the 
Netherlands occurred against a background of resistance and was subject to 
a number of reversals, particularly in the period between the end of the 
Archdukes reign (1632) and the middle of the i8th century. Robert 
Muchembled perfectly describes the changes observed in this period as a 

47 H.PIHLAJAMAKI, Theatres ofpower: social control and criminality in historicalperspective, 
Helsinki, Matthias Calonius, 1991. This phenomenon is described in many works ont crime 
and criminal justice in Western Europé. See for recent overviews, C.EMSLEY, L.CAJANI 
(eds), Criminalitä, Giustiziapenale e ordinepubblico nell'Europa moderna, Milan, Unicopli, 1997; 
G.SCHWERHOFF, Devianz in der alteuropäischen gesellschaft. Umrisse einer historischen 
Kriminalitätsforschung, in Zeitschrift fur historische Forschung, 19-4 (1992), pp. 385-414 ; X. 
ROUSSEAUX, Crime, Justice and Society in Medieval and Early Modern Times : Thirty 
Years of Crime and Criminal Justice History. ATribute to Herman Diederiks, in Crime, Histoire 
& Sociétés/Crime, History & Societies, 1, (1997), pp. 87-118. 
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compromise between the state and the people that resulted in gentler prac-
tices.48 

In the realm of jurisdiction, old decrees were still applied, although a few 
texts criminalised new types of deviant behaviour. Spectacular repressive 
acts (torture and execution) slowly disappeared and became unthinkable for 
magistrates, well before the appearance of texts critical of the practice of 
torture (Beccaria, Voltaire). Deviant moral behaviour and religious practices 
were prosecuted less and less. On the other hand, theft committed by 
vagabonds was still severely repressed. Informal practices such as arbitration 
and peacemaking survived but went clandestine. In cases of serious physical 
injury, agreements were still signed before notaries, and certain jurisdictions 
such as Ghent, Brussels and Lille still availed themselves of peacemakers.49 

The royal power from Spain was weak and distant in the second half of the 
i7th century and the monarchy opposed the absolutism of Louis XIV, king 
of France. This allowed intermediary groups, such as jurists on provincial 
justice councils or local people of power (particularly nobles) to replace the 
monarch at their own profit.50 At local levels, the monopolisation of power 
by agents of the monarch provoked a reaction. The justice system became 
the one and only way of settling conflicts, but many conflicts that were present 
in medieval sources disappeared from modern sources. Minor aggressions, 
insults and theft became the object of infra-judicial regulation and avoiding 
a trial was possible through an arrangement with an officer involving an 
immediately payable fine that never appeared in the account books. 

48 R.MUCHEMBLED, Le temps des supplices, pp. 187-225. For the iyth and i8th centuries in 
the Southern Netherlands, see M.S.DUPONT-BOUCHAT, La violence et la peur. Des 
mentalités et des moeurs å Saint-Hubert au XVTIe siécle, in Saint-Hubert dÄrdenne, Cahiers 
d'Histoire, 2 (1978) pp. 55-92; A.M.ROETS, 'Rudessen, dieften ende andere crimen.'Misdadigheid 
te Gent in de iyde en de i8de eeuw. Een Kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve analyse, Gand, 1987 
(Rijksuniversiteit Gent, Unpublished Ph.D.); X.ROUSSEAUX, Ordre et violence. Criminalité 
et répression dans une ville braban^onne; Nivelles (1646-1695), in Revue de droit pénal et de 
criminologie, 66-7 (1986), pp. 649-692; S.MANFROID, La criminalité dans la chåtellenie d'Ath 
au XVIIe siécle in Annales du Cercle royal d'histoire et d'archéologie d'Ath et de la région et musées 
athois, 55,1996-1997, pp. 155-221. 
49 For Brussels: F.VANHEMELRIJCK, De criminaliteit, pp. 126-129; for Lille, C.CLEMENS-
DENYS, Les apaiseurs de Lille å la fin de l'Ancien Régime, in Revue du Nord, 77 (1995), pp. 45-

56. 
50 R.MUCHEMBLED, Lay Judges and the Acculturation of the Masses (France and the 
Southern Low Countries, Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries), in K.VON GREYETZ, Reli
gion and Society in Early Modern Europé, 1500-1800, Londres, Allén 8c Unwin, 1984, pp. 55-65. 
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The church then took over from the state in developing the process of 
religious acculturation. In the i7th century, in cities such as Antwerp a quarter 
of the population was involved in Jesuit-oriented associations.51 In the coun-
tryside, pastoral visitations in Flanders and the Duchy of Luxemburg show 
the progress of the religious supervision of rural peoples.52 

The reorganisation of corporations in cities offered the framework for 
the formation of a true class of small businessmen and groups of workers. 
The economic, social and political revolts of the working classes in the i8th 
century paved the way for the formation of bourgeois political groups in the 
i9th century.53 

The individualisation of i6th century society also reinforced the role of 
the family and the power of the father over his family, at the detriment of 
the larger extended family. The autonomy of the family can be observed by 
comparing acts signed before notaries and other civil procedures with penal 
procedures. This area of social control was never very formalised and devel-
oped with the progress of education until the i8th century.54 

The reasons for this softening of repression remain to be explained. Could 
it be that the progress of the civilisation of manners and of self-constraint 
(Elias) were ruses of people confronted with the penetration of the state 
into the hearts of their very villages? It is more likely a combination of the 
two phenomena brought about through negotiation, compromise and per
manent transaction. 

We must not however lose sight of the fact that, paradoxically, the multi-
plication of traces of resistance in the archives is the result of the progress of 

51 L.CHATELLIER, The Europé of the Devout: the Catholic reformation and the formation of a 
neii) society, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1989. 
52 M.CLOET, Het kerkelijk leven in een landelijke dekenij van Vlaanderen tijdens deXVIIe eeuw, 
Tielt van 1609 tot ijoo, Louvain, 1968; J. BIRSENS, Manuel de catéchisme, missions de campagne 
et mentalitéspopulaires dans le duché de Luxembourg aux XVIIe-XVIIIe siécle, Luxembourg, Sec-
tion historique de l'Institut Grand-Ducal de Luxembourg, 1990; L.CHATELLIER, The reli
gion of the poor: rural missions in Europé and theformation of modern Catholicism, C.1500-C. 1800, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997. 
53 K. VAN HONACKER, Lokaal verzet en oproer in de ijde en i8de eeuw: collectieve acties tegen 
het centraalgezag in Brussel, Antwerpen en Leuven, Kortrijk-Heule, UGA, 1994. 
54 E.PUT, De cleijne scholen. Het volksonderwijs in het hertogdom Brabant tussen Katholieke 
Reformatie en Verlichting (eind iöde eeuw-ijys), Leuven, Leuven Universitaire Pers, 1990. 
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political social control.55 At the heart of judicial regulation, oral negotiation 
lost ground to written procedure, allowing historians to discover the persist-
ence of community or non-state regulatory practices. 

5. Bureaucratisation and Dissemination of Power (1750-1815): 
Social Control in the Hands of the State 

True modernisation in the bureaucratic sense - centralised and under state 
control - did not come from the attempts of Austrian sovereigns, but rather 
with the conquest by the French revolutionary armies. 

Towards 1750, intellectuals were posing the question of social control. 
The French Enlightenment followed on the Italian Illuminismo, which in-
spired both the Germanic Aufklärung, and the Austrian government that was 
ruling over the Southern Netherlands. Inspired by the model of the 
Kameralwissenschaften, Emperor Joseph II became the champion of the 
rationalisation of the fiinctioning of society in the civil, religious and judicial 
domains. 

In the penal domain, imprisonment replaced banishment as the most 
common punishment.56 However, this movement came from above; local 
rulers were cautious and the people were not in fact affected by the reforms.S7 

These attempts by the state to intrude into the very heart of social practices 
(marriages, burials), the organisation of social groups (religious congregations, 
parish clergymen, various corporations), the structures of power (justice 

55 L.D'ARRAS D'HAUDRECY, La déliquance namuroise au XVlIIe siécle, in IDEM et al.., 
La criminalité en Wallonie sous VAncien Régime, pp. 13-31; M. S. DUPONT-BOUCHAT, 
Criminalité et mentalités å Nivelles au XVIIIe siécle; D. HERPIN, Een overzicht van de 
bronnen met de betrekking tot criminaliteit :'s Hertogenbosch en Lier in de achttiende eeuw, 
in Bijdragen...Geschiedenis der Nederlanden, 93-2 (1978), pp. 207-223; LOUIS 
56 H. SOLY, CATHARINA LIS, Tegek om los te lopen ? Collocatie in de i8de eeuw, Turnhout, 
Brepols, 1990. 
57 C.BRUNEEL, Le droit pénal dans les Pays-Bas autrichiens: les hésitations de la pratique 
(1750-1795) in Etudes sur le i8e siécle, 13 (1986), pp. 35-66; CLAUDE BRUNEEL, Le droit pénal 
et son application å Bruxelles dans la seconde moitié du XVIIIe siécle, in Cahiers Bruxellois, 14 
(1969), pp. 157-178; M.S.DUPONT-BOUCHAT, La réforme du droit pénal dans les Pays-Bas 
autrichiens å la fin de 1'Ancien Régime (1765-1787) in Acta Falconis, 7 (1987), pp. 71-97; X. 
ROUSSEAUX, Doctrines criminelles, pratiques politiques, projets politiques: le cas des pos
sessions habsbourgeoises (1750-1790) in M.PORRET (ed.), Cesare Beccaria (1738-1794) et la 
culture juridique des Lumiéres. Actes du colloque européen de Geneve, 25—26 novembre 1994, Geneve, 
Droz, 1997, pp. 223-252. 
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tribunals), and repressive practices (torture and execution) provoked social 
unrest and revolutionary political movements.58 

The true revolution in social control came with the conquest by the French, 
who imposed the state as the unique organiser supporting conflict regulation. 
At first a liberal approach allowed citizens to participate freely in the process: 
family tribunals, reconciliation through a justice of the peace, involvement 
of citizens in the prosecution of crimes and misdemeanours in their own 
districts (Jury d'accusation), participation in criminal juries {jurys dejugement) 
at departmental levels, election of judges and justices of the peace by local 
authorities. 

Napoleons take-over lead to the institution of a judiciary system that 
divided up the territory and penetrated right to the local level to deal with 
even the smallest offences. The emergence of a system of fines payable to 
the state demonstrates how the Napoleonic judiciary system rationalised 
Foucaultian "illegalisms" in order to better control them.59 

With the fall of the Emperor, state acquisition of social control was perfectly 
organised.60The judicial system was at the summit of the pyramid in a state 
that intervened in numerous sectors of social life: family, education, religion, 
welfare, and labour. 

William I, sovereign of the United Netherlands, followed the trend of 
reinforcing the executive power of a state composed of different branches. 
The symbol of this power became the state official in charge of social order: 
the public prosecutor, responsible at the same time for policing society, pursuing 
crime and constructing the state.61 An immense amount of power is con-
centrated in this one fiinction and he is the concrete expression of the concept 
of Power as evoked by Michel Foucault.62 Is not his power to find information 
and make irrevocable decisions merely the "informal" side of his monopoly 
of prosecutions and punishment in the name of the victim, society and the 
state? With the police, such prosecutor will become the veritable agent of 
social control in the i9th and 20th centuries. 

58 J. CRAEYBECKX, The Brabant Revolution : A Conservative Revolt in a Backward Coun-
try?, in Acta Historica Neerlandica, 4 (1970) pp. 49-83. 
59 M.FOUCAULT, Surveiller etpunir. Naissance de laprison, Paris, Gallimard, 1975. 
60 X.ROUSSEAUX, M.S.DUPONT-BOUCHAT, C.VAEL (eds.;, Revolution et justicepénah 
en Europé 1780-1830, Paris, 1999. 
61 X.ROUSSEAUX, La pyramide avant l'hémicycle. Archéologie du ministére public, in Juger, 
11/13, (1997), PP- 34~4-8 (numéro spécial) 
62 M.FOUCAULT, Surveiller et Punir. 
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6. Neither Warrior King nor "The Embarrassment of Riches": 
How to Study Social Control in the Southern Netherlands? 

In the long term there has been a trend toward a slow civilisation of man-
ners, determined by the progress of the monarchy. In the Netherlands, the 
process of the modernisation of society and the shift of power to the state 
was exogenous. After the crisis of the i6th and i7th centuries, the Southern 
Netherlands had a very low profile. Confined between the Republic of the 
United Provinces, where the modernisation of social control was overseen 
by the local elite and became a form of auto-discipline,63 and the Kingdom 
of France, where the shift of power to the state benefited the centralised 
monarchy,64 neither society nor the state in the Southern Netherlands were 
able to create a veritable ideology of social control before the i9th century. 
The Belgian state was born by chance in 1830, thanks to three foreign rulers: 
the authoritarianism of Joseph II, which stimulated a conservative resist-
ance among his subjects; Napoleon, who endowed the territory with mod
ern forms of administration; and William of Orange, who clashed with both 
traditional religious sensibilities as well as with modern intellectual liber-
ties. Do not Belgians today, confronted with the failures of state-run social 
control and deficiencies in the self-discipline of individuals and social groups 
alike, still turn as the only resort toward the paternalist, and not very trans
parent, monarchy? 

Guided by observations of current phenomena, our approach has limited 
itself to situating the question of social control from above. The articulation 
between normative and judiciary practices is now much better established 
thanks to research carried out in the last thirty years in the history of 
criminality and criminal justice systems. 

On the other hand, the articulation between judiciary practices and social 

63 S.SCHAMA, The Embarassment of Riches. An Interpretation ofDutch Culture in the Golden 
Age, Berkeley-Los Angeles, 1988. 
64 J.CORNETTE, Le roi deguerre. Essai sur la souveraineté dans la France du Grand Siécle, Paris, 
Payot, 1993. 
65 L.CHATELLIER, The Europé of the Devout. 
66 M.CLOET, La religion populaire dans les Pays-Bas méridionaux au XVIIe siécle, in Revue 
du Nord, 67, (1985), pp. 923-954; IDEM, La religion populaire dans les Pays-Bas méridionaux 
au XVIIIe siécle, in Revue du Nord, 68, (1986), pp. 609-634. 
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practices remains to be developed in a number of directions. The notion 
must now be extended to institutions that were not linked to the government 
of towns, villages or states. In order to open up the debate, here are some 
ideas to explore: 
x. The relations between phenomena such as torture, the development of 
introspective spiritual beliefs among the bourgeoisie (such as the Jansenists 
or the pietists)65 and the practices of the Protestant and Catholic clergy to 
provide people with a religious and moral foundation, as is revealed in Church 
records, official trials or Episcopal visitations.66 

2. The relation between the strengthening of the justice system and the 
expansion of welfare and poor-relief programs.67 

3. The relationship between the development of the justice system and 
changes in populär cultures, as in the example of analyses of the repression 
of witchcraft (sexual aggressions, healing practices).68 

4. The relationship between practices among neighbours, the development 
of different forms of police, and the states appropriation of justice. 
5. The relationship between the use of the justice system and the decline of 
family-based regulation. 
6. The relations between the universes of sociability and conflict management 
(at the workplace, the café, club, congregation, professional association), 
particularly in cities and in areas of proto-industrial development.69 

67 R.MUCHEMBLED, Culturespopulaires et culture des élites dans la France möderne, 15e—18e 
siécles, Paris, Flammarion, 1978; IDEM, Uinvention de 1'homme möderne...; H. DE RIDDER-
SYMOENS, Milieu social, études universitaires et carriére des Conseillers au Conseil de Brabant, 
1430-1600 in Recht en Instellingen in de Oude Nederlanden tijdens de middeleeuwen en de Nieuvoe 
Tijd. Liber amicorum Jan Buntinx, Louvain, 1981, pp. 257-301. 
68 B.LENMAN, G.PARKER, The State, the Community and the Criminal Law in Early 
Modern Europé in V.A.C.GATRELL, B.LENMAN, G.PARKER., (eds.) Crime and the law. 
The Social History of Crime in Western Europé since 1500, London, 1980, pp. 11-48. 
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